(1) ||detZ)wln(2 + det/)w)|| L i TO < C (K, \\u\\ m ,n {a) ).
The result is optimal in the following sense. The assumption det Du > 0 cannot be dropped nor can K be replaced by Q (see Ball-Murat [BM, Counterexample 7.3] ). Moreover detZ)wln(2-hdetDw) cannot be replaced by y(detDu) with y(z)/(z ln(2 + z)) -+ +oo for z -+ +oo (see [M] ).
Two key lemmas. The proof of Theorem 1 relies on a geometric estimate (a version of the isoperimetric inequality) and an analytic result on maximal functions by Stein [S2] . We begin with the former. For an n x n matrix F let adj F denote the transpose of the matrix of cofactors, so that where the constant c depends only on n.
If u is a C^-diffeomorphism, (2) follows from the usual isoperimetric inequality as the left-hand side is {volu (B r )Y n~l^n while the right-hand side is an upper bound for area u(dB r ) times a constant. As stated, Lemma 2 is an immediate consequence of the isoperimetric inequality for currents (see Fédérer [F, Theorem 4.5.9 (31) ]); an elementary proof, based on approximation by smooth functions and degree theory is also available.
Recall that for ƒ G L^R") the maximal function Mf is defined by Here and in the following we denote by c any constant depending solely on «. Integrating the above inequality over r from R to 2R and dividing by R n we obtain where Mf is the maximal function of ƒ = 1Q| adj Du\. Thus
so that (4) follows.
Applications. Theorem 1 allows to sharpen previous results by Reshetnyak [R] and Ball [B] on the weak continuity of determinants. 
for all compact sets K c £1
In [R, B] it is shown that det Du^ -^ det DM weak* in the sense of measures. Since ||w (7) ||^i )M < C, Theorem 1 in combination with the criterion on weak compactness in L 1 (see [ET, VIII, Theorem 1.3] ) implies that the sequence det Du^ is weakly relatively compact in L l (K), and (6) follows. Corollary 4, but not Theorem 1, can also be deduced from a recent result by Zhang [Z] . In [M] Corollary 4 is used to improve a result of Ball and Murat [BM, Theorem 6 x if and only if ƒ ln(2+ƒ ) is integrable. Their proof uses directly the divergence structure of the determinant rather than geometric estimates such as the isoperimetric inequality and thus has potential applications to more general situations.
